ARROWline Professional Traffic door is the toughest traffic
door in the industry, renowned for its ruggedness, ease of
maintenance and long service life.
ARROWline Professional Traffic Doors are engineered specifically
to handle the punishment of Supermarkets, Retail Stores and many
other commercial processes - continuing to operate smoothly and
look good with minimum maintenance for many years.
Thanks to its patented 250O V-Cam hinge system the design of the
door allows complete ease of opening and closing without
hindering the passage of goods or operatives. Shatterproof vision
panels with high performance thermal and sound separation with a
durable ABS panel face.
ARROWline Professional Traffic Door - tested daily in the most
demanding environments by the most demanding high street and
retail park chains in the UK.
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Superior design is just one reason why the ARROWline Traffic Door is the
number one choice of major supermarkets and retailers.
Made to measure with extremely rugged time-proven performance in
the toughest of environments give assuredness in specifying time and time again.
ARROWline Profesional Traffic Door - the best traffic door available in the UK today and tomorrow.

Why choose ARROWline Traffic Doors
1st Choice for all major supermarkets and retailers
Durable, robust design and construction
Lightweight design opens easily and closes every time
Spring-free design for minimum maintenance
Patented 250o V-Cam hinge system
Unequalled draught sealing ability
Provides sound retention and thermal separation
Shatterproof polycarbonate vision panels
Comprehensive material and colour options

TECHNICAL DATA at a glance
Door Panel Lightweight, opens easily and closes
every �me.
Dimensions Overall panel thickness is 22mm, skin
thickness is 2mm
High Performance Skin Door blade panel faced in 2mm ABS
Thermal and Sound Excellent thermal separa�on with an U
value of .1*
Internal Reinforcement A 25mm diameter hinge post is securely
ﬁxed in the spine running the full length
of the panel and sets into the jamb
guard for structural stability and
strength.
Reduces Heat Loss Replaceable perimeter edge gasket is
used to reduce energy ﬂow between
environments. The door comes
standard with a gasket along the
leading, back and bo�om edges.

* ‘U’ value of .1 (.092) is based on the door panel and is not offered as a calculation to determine final thermal resistence when installed.
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